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News, Trends, And Short Takes
Voice Of America To Eliminate Seven

Radio Language Services

The Voice of America plans to eliminate seven radio lan-
guage services this year, reflecting the Bush administration's
emphasis on outreach to the Muslim world. Among the cuts are
the shortwave radio and TV broadcasts of the Russian service,
along with radio broadcasts in Ukrainian, Serbian, Hindi,
Macedonian, Bosnian, and Georgian.

Tish King, a spokeswoman for the Voice of America, was
quoted as saying that the language services cuts are the result
of "painful decisions" that reflect a focus on "places where,
based on research, we can be most effective."

The administration has been seeking cuts to various language
services for years, only to be rebuffed by Congress. In 2006, the
administration's proposed budget for the Broadcasting Board of
Governors (the agency that oversees VOA and Alhurra, an
Arabic -language American satellite TV channel) included
reductions or eliminations in "non -war on terror related lan-
guage services." When the 2007 budget proposed reductions to
even more services, Congress stepped in and provided funding
to prevent it.

This time around, however, King said Congress is on board
with the cuts, which were to become effective in September.
Given that VOA's shortwave radio service in Russian has such
a small audience-just two percent-King said broadcasting by
Internet was the best option for VOA.

Tim Shamble, president of the American Federation of
Government Employees (AFGE) Local 1812, the union repre-
senting VOA employees, said that eliminating the shortwave
broadcasts was precisely the wrong move, since they reach the
country with little danger of being blocked. Internet broadcasts
are far more vulnerable, he said.

Journey To Common European
Digital Radio Begins

For many decades, European radio listeners using one of the
analog systems broadcast in the FM and AM frequency bands
have been able to buy and use their radio receivers, in their
home or car, anywhere in Europe. With the transition to digi-
tal broadcasting, this comfortable situation will change, unless
action is taken.

Digital technology will offer much to radio listeners and
broadcasters, including greater flexibility of sound quality, more
choice of stations, and many other new features. The transition
for radio, just as for television, is inevitable. However, up until
now, European nations have been choosing different technical
systems for their digital radio.

At the meeting of the European Broadcasting Union (EBU)
Technical Assembly earlier this year it was agreed that the EBU
must actively encourage convergence towards a common
European radio receiver, which would allow a pan-European
market. The objectives include offering the lowest costs for the
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consumer, the greatest choice, and high technical quality. The
common radio may include some of the elements of the major
systems. The EBU agreed to work together with the European
Association of Consumer Electronics Manufacturers (EICTA)
and WorldDMB, the group of companies encouraging DAB -
based digital radio.

A meeting took place on July 10, 2008, at the EBU head-
quarters in Geneva during which broadcasters' needs for a com-
mon European digital radio were discussed. It may be possible
to formulate, if not a single radio receiver for Europe, a limited
number of compatible receivers, which each corresponding to
different needs for radio as well as its requirements in combi-
nation with multimedia. The EBU hopes to make progress as
rapidly as possible.

BBC World Service Closes Its
Romanian Language Service

BBC World Service is to close its Romanian language ser-
vice. The news and current affairs service proposed to cease
broadcasting on August 1, 2008, after 68 years. BBC Romanian
broadcasts for almost four hours a day on radio and also runs a
complementary website. It is the last of the BBC's non-English
language are EU
member states.

The change follows a review of BBC World Service's lan-
guage service portfolio after its overall funding levels, for the
three-year funding period between 2008/09 and 2010/11, were
agreed upon with the UK government in October 2007. This
will be BBC World Service's only language service closure dur-
ing this current funding period.

The BBC says this decision, which has been endorsed by the
BBC Trust and the FCO, comes after consideration of audience
need, the changing media landscape in Romania, and the declin-
ing impact of the service. The changes are also made within the
context of the very tight financial framework in which BBC
World Service operates.

BBC World Service's funding settlement gave increased
resources for new projects, such as television services for BBC
Arabic and BBC Persian. But it also imposed a tough savings
target of around 3 percent per annum to meet rising costs of
existing services.

The BBC says that broadcasts in Romanian for the Republic
of Moldova will also cease, as the Moldovan side of the opera-
tion cannot be sustained without the infrastructure of BBC
Romanian. Romania will continue to be served by other BBC
Global News services in English, such as BBC World Service
radio, BBC World News television, and online.

The BBC's five local FM relays (four in Romania and one
in the Republic of Moldova), which currently broadcast a mix-
ture of Romanian and English programs, will broadcast English
programs exclusively (plus Russian and Ukrainian in Moldova),
subject to agreement with local regulators.

The closure will affect 46 staff (30 in Bucharest in Romania;
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